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Season 1, Episode 4
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Episode 4 - Whoever finds a friend finds a treasure



The spotlight is on Viola, an icy girl serving a sentence for murder with the aggravating circumstance of cruelty. The girl is charismatic and Ciro himself suffers from her magnetic charm. Naditza comes into conflict with her and tries to free other inmates from her "yoke". Matron Paola has a new project for the WM: to have the boys participate in recreational activities together with the girls. Commander Massimo is against it while Beppe proposes a music course: Naditza can play but has never studied, Cardiotrap can sing but doesn't know music, Filippo could be a teacher. The first lesson does not go as hoped. To appease Pino's aggression towards him, Filippo does the last thing he should do: he buys him a present. Pino thanks him, but soon the others demand the same treatment and when their requests are not met, trouble begins.
Quest roles:
Carolina Crescentini(Paola Vinci), Carmine Recano(Massimo Valenti), Domenico Cuomo(Gianni Cardiotrap), Valentina Romani(Naditza), Massimiliano Caiazzo(Carmine Di Salvo), Antonio De Matteo(Lino), Artem Tkachuk(Pino), Titti Nuzzolese(Nanè), Edoardo Guadagno(Gigi), Desirée Popper(Consuelo Gomes)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
30 September 2020, 00:00
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